
Year 2

MAPPING THE SKILLS ACROSS THE CURRICULUM



Expected Outcomes ICT Curriculum Digital Competence Framework

Year 2 -

Staying 

Safe 

1. Be able to identify 

safe websites

2.Understand the 

term digital footprint 

or trail

3. Explore the 

concept of Cyber 

bullying

4. Use keywords 

effectively when 

searching online

5. Discuss and apply 

rating criteria for 

chosen websites

Pupils discuss 

and begin to 

form opinions 

about some of 

the issues raised 

by the use of ICT 

and internet 

safety. (L4) They 

use the 

internet/related 

technologies 

safely in 

accordance with 

given guidelines.

(L4)

Strand: Citizenship               Element: Identity, image & reputation (Year 2)

Understand that information put online leaves a digital footprint or trail, e.g. explain the 

meaning of digital footprint and encourage them to think critically about the information they 

leave online

Identify the steps that can be taken to keep personal data and hardware secure, e.g. understand 

usernames and passwords, why we have them and how they are kept safe.

Strand: Citizenship               Element: Health & well-being (Year 2)

Begin to identify the advantages and disadvantages of digital media and devices on their lives, 

e.g. begin to self-monitor time when engaged with digital media

Talk about the advantages and disadvantages of digital media in their lives, e.g. on their physical 

and mental well-being.

Strand: Citizenship               Element: Digital rights, licensing & ownership (Year 2)

Add their name and the date to work they have created and give reasons why this is important, 

e.g. type their first name and surname, add a date to pieces of work and orally provide reasons 

for doing so.

Strand: Citizenship Element: Online behaviour & cyberbullying (Year 2)

Use digital technology to communicate and connect with others locally and globally, e.g. text, 

image, photographs, video, newsletters, e-mail, web services

Interact appropriately with others, e.g. follow the same rules when communicating face-to-face 

and online.

Teacher’s 

Notes:



ELEMENT
Identity, image and reputation

With increasing independence learners 
are able to:

understand that information put online 
leaves a digital footprint or trail, e.g. 
explain the meaning of digital footprint 
and encourage them to think critically 
about the information they leave online

identify the steps that can be taken to 
keep personal data and hardware 
secure, e.g. understand usernames and 
passwords, why we have them and how 
they are kept safe.

Citizenship
Year 2

ACTIVITIES

See Computing Unlocked - Digital 
Literacy Strand - Lesson 2 - Follow the 
Digital Trail. SWGfL 

See Computing Unlocked - Digital 
Literacy Strand Lesson 1 - Staying Safe 
Online. SWGfL 



ELEMENT
Health and well-being

With increasing independence 
learners are able to:

begin to identify the advantages 
and disadvantages of digital media 
and devices on their lives, e.g. 
begin to self-monitor time when 
engaged with digital media

talk about the advantages and 
disadvantages of digital media in 
their lives, e.g. on their physical 
and mental well-being.

Citizenship
Year 2 ACTIVITIES

Begin by asking children about their digital media habits 
at home. Children complete a survey of classes around 
the school to find out how long children spend playing 
games on tablets or other devices in the evenings. 
Compile data using J2E software and display in graph 
form. What trends do they notice? Which year group 
spends the most time online? What are the advantages/ 
disadvantages of this?

Hold a P4C/ circle time session on the theme of hobbies. 
Give children a choice of 4 activities - a day out with their 
parents, playing in the park with friends, gaming on a 
tablet or playing with Lego/physical games. Children  vote 
with their feet and give reasons for why they would 
prefer to do what they have chosen. If lots of children 
choose the digital option, open a line of enquiry into what 
social skills they are developing whilst doing this. 
Encourage children to think about what activities could 
help improve their physical  development and which type 
of activities can help them with their emotional 
development. Children take turns to share a time where 
they enjoyed spending time with friends and/or family. 



ELEMENT
Digital rights, licensing and 
ownership

With increasing independence 
learners are able to:

add their name and the date to 
work they have created and give 
reasons why this is important, e.g. 
type their first name and surname, 
add a date to pieces of work and 
orally provide reasons for doing so.

Citizenship
Year 2

ACTIVITIES

Ensure that work created digitally by pupils 
(word documents/ popplets/ presentations/ 
videos etc.) has both their name displayed on it 
and the date the work was produced. This is 
important for filing and storage purposes and 
later on when they produce work it will ensure 
that people are able to reference them. 
However, it is also important to point out that 
when work is produced to be displayed online, 
having a pupil's face AND name on a piece of 
media is not recommended for safeguarding 
purposes. A pupil's name and photo should not 
appear together online.



ELEMENT
Online behaviour and 
cyberbullying

With increasing 
independence learners are 
able to:

use digital technology to 
communicate and connect 
with others locally and 
globally, e.g. text, image, 
photographs, video, 
newsletters, e-mail, web 
services

interact appropriately with 
others, e.g. follow the same 
rules when communicating 
face-to-face and online.

Citizenship
Year 2

ACTIVITIES

Arrange for children to communicate with another class in a 
local school or a school from another part of the country. 
Children work in pairs to connect with children in another 
school via email. HWB already sets each child up with their 
own email address which is an ideal tool to use in this 
activity. Children can communicate about their topic or 
communicate by asking and answering Welsh 
questions. Children can also email pupils from other classes 
within the same school or could use the J2Bloggy tool to 
blog and comment on each other's work. 

Lead a discussion on rules. What rules do we follow to 
ensure everyone is treated fairly? Do the same rules apply 
when we are communicating online? Yes - even though we 
may feel safer online when communicating, stranger danger 
is still an issue and we need to safeguard ourselves by 
limiting the amount of information we share with others. 
Refer back to the 'Follow the digital trail' lesson. 

See Computing Unlocked Digital Literacy Strand - Year 2 -' 
Screen out the Mean‘ SGWfl



Our Digital 
World

Expected Outcomes ICT Curriculum Digital Competence Framework
Year 2 - Make 

me a map
1.Be able to discuss and 

explain the different uses 

of technology in more 

depth

2.Use and create Mind 

maps digitally using 

Popplet and/or other 

software

3.Use the Internet to carry 

out research into a specific 

topic relating to using 

technology

4.Understand how to 

upload files from a device 

to a folder/website        

They are aware of the use of 

ICT in the outside world. (L2) 

Pupils consider, create and 

communicate information 

and ideas in different forms 

using text, images, pictures 

and sound. (L2) They find 

information from a given 

source using it to answer 

simple questions. Pupils enter 

information into a record with 

some assistance. Pupils begin 

to organise their tasks and 

use ICT to create, organise, 

amend and present 

information and ideas. (L3)

Strand: Interacting & Collaborating Element: 

Collaboration (Year 2)

Use an online collaborative platform to create or edit a file in 

one or more languages, e.g. word processing, presenting tools, 

spreadsheets

Strand: Interacting & Collaborating               Element: Storing & 

Sharing (Year 2)

Save work using an appropriate file name, e.g. child's name and 

simple title.

Use an icon to open a saved file.                     

Strand: Producing      Element: Planning, sourcing & searching 

(Year 2)

Plan how to complete a task in relation to identified success 

criteria

Use keywords to search for specific information to solve a 

problem, e.g. type keywords into a search engine and explain 

how their choice of website helps to solve the problem.

Teacher’s 

Notes:



ELEMENT
Communication

With increasing 
independence learners are 
able to:

send simple online 
communication in one or 
more languages from a 
single user account, e.g. e-
mail (ensuring address is 
typed accurately) or video 
call.

Interacting and collaborating
Year 2

ACTIVITIES

Arrange for children to communicate with another 
class in a local school or a school from another part 
of the country. Children work in pairs to connect with 
children in another school via email. HWB already 
sets each child up with their own email address  
which is an ideal tool for this activity. Children can 
communicate about their topic or communicate by 
asking and answering Welsh/other 
questions. Children can also email pupils from other 
classes within the same school or could use the 
J2Bloggy tool to blog and comment on each other's 
work.

Use Facetime to communicate with the head teacher 
and explain what they have been doing during their 
lesson. They could show off the work they have 
produced.



ELEMENT
Collaboration

With increasing independence 
learners are able to:

use an online collaborative 
platform to create or edit a file in 
one or more languages, e.g. word 
processing, presenting tools, 
spreadsheets.

Interacting and collaborating
Year 2

ACTIVITIES

Schools can collaborate in their SIG 
groups  on project based activities 
using Hwb+ tools or alternative 
‘sharing’ platforms.



ELEMENT
Storing and sharing

With increasing independence 
learners are able to:

save work using an appropriate file 
name, e.g. child's name and simple 
title

use an icon to open a saved file.

Interacting and collaborating
Year 2

ACTIVITIES

After producing digital work -show 
children how to save to their personal 
folder on the server. If using cloud 
storage show children how to use a 
dedicated app on iPad e.g. Documents 
or File Explorer. Stress the importance of 
using file names - to avoid confusion 
about what the piece of work is or 
duplication and over writing where a 
word document may be called 
'Document 1' for example.



Multimedia

Expected Outcomes ICT Curriculum Digital Competence Framework

Year 2 (1) -

And… 

action!

1. Acquire the skills  to 

plan, prepare and 

organise multi-media  

projects 

2. Use images, sound 

and video to enhance 

text effectively

3. Choose from a 

limited range of 

appropriate software 

applications and give 

reasons  for the choice 

Pupils begin to organise their 

tasks and use ICT to create, 

organise, amend and present 

information and ideas. (L3) 

They store and retrieve work 

independently. (L3)

Strand: Producing   Element: Planning, sourcing and 

searching

With increasing independence learners are able to:

Plan how to complete a task in relation to identified 

success criteria

Strand: Producing       Element:  Creating

With increasing independence learners are able to:

Create and edit multimedia components in order to 

develop text, image, sound, animation and video for a 

range of tasks in one or more languages.

Teacher’s 

Notes:
N.B. The multimedia strand of Computing Unlocked is 

essentially a cross curricular set of modules aimed at 

teaching the relevant skills contextually. All of the 

modules can be delivered as a lesson within your current 

theme/topic as all of them demand the use of content to 

facilitate the teaching of the skills.



Expected 

Outcomes

ICT Curriculum Digital Competence Framework

Year 2 (2) -

We’re jammin’!

1. Select and 

arrange sounds 

to compose a 

piece of music 

2. Use sound 

editing software 

to edit files and 

create 

compositions 

Pupils broadly plan their 

tasks and combine a 

variety of information and 

media when creating and 

developing their ideas, 

with a sense of purpose 

and audience (L4)

Strand: Producing   Element: Creating

With increasing independence learners are able to:

Create and edit multimedia components in order to develop 

text, image, sound, animation and video for a range of tasks 

in one or more languages.

Teacher’s 

Notes:



ELEMENT
Planning, sourcing and searching

With increasing independence 
learners are able to:

plan how to complete a task in 
relation to identified success 
criteria

use keywords to search for specific 
information to solve a problem, 
e.g. type keywords into a search 
engine and explain how their 
choice of website helps to solve 
the problem.

Producing
Year 2

ACTIVITIES

Science/DT - STEM activity. Pose a topic related 
problem e.g. Kings, Queens and Castles - the bridge 
across the moat was damaged in a storm. Can you 
design a new bridge for the King so that he can return 
to his castle? Group pupils and give them a set of 
materials e.g., straws, masking tape, paper clips, 
scissors and string. Success criteria - The bridge must 
be strong enough to support a 50g weight, be a 
certain length and be raised (have legs). Children 
design and plan how they are going to complete the 
task and build their bridge.

During a topic, use Google to search for information. 
Discuss keywords and how we need to make sure our 
searches are specific. Model searching for 
information on the IWB. Demonstrate the type of 
websites that show up when non-specific search 
criteria is entered and then how using keywords 
produces better results. Give children an information  
“treasure hunt” to complete in pairs. They must find 
the correct information in order to unlock the clue to 
a hidden object. 



ELEMENT
Creating

With increasing independence 
learners are able to:

create and edit multimedia 
components in order to develop 
text, image, sound, animation and 
video for a range of tasks in one or 
more languages.

Producing
Year 2

ACTIVITIES

See Computing Unlocked Multimedia 
Strand - Year 2 Unit - 'And...Action!‘

Children use PowerPoint/Prezi/Sway to 
present information on a specific 
country/ famous person/ period of 
history. 



ELEMENT
Evaluating and improving

With increasing independence 
learners are able to:

identify what worked and what 
didn't, giving some of the reasons 
for their thoughts.

Producing
Year 2

ACTIVITIES

Children come up with their own ideas for a new 
ball game. What are the rules for their game? Play 
their game and teach it to another pair of 
children. Did they have any problems? Was there 
any confusion? Each pair to give feedback about 
what worked and what didn't i.e. What changes 
can they make to improve the game?

Design a raft using junk material in the water area 
of enhanced provision or use as a focussed task. 
Test and evaluate their raft and ask children to 
consider what changes they could make next time 
and what worked really well. How did they 
overcome any problems they faced during the 
making process? Record feedback.



Expected Outcomes ICT Curriculum Digital Competence Framework

Year 2 -

Awesome 

Algorithms

1. Understand the term 

‘debugging’ and be able to 

debug a simple program

2. Understand the 

importance of writing 

precise instructions when 

programming

3. Understand the concept 

of Block Coding and create a 

simple algorithm using Block 

Code.

Pupils begin to 

organise their tasks 

and use ICT to create, 

organise, amend and 

present information 

and ideas. (L3) 

Pupils understand how 

changing one variable 

affects another in 

models or simulations. 

(L3)

Strand: Data & Computational Thinking

Element: Problem Solving & Modelling (Year 2)

With increasing independence learners are able to:

explain to others how a designed solution works, e.g. 

explain a design for a simple playground game and test, 

correcting any issues that arise

predict the outcome of simple sequences of 

instructions, e.g. predict what will happen if 

instructions are followed accurately

create a simple solution that tests an idea, e.g. predict 

what would happen if it went wrong such as the 

sequence of waking up to go to school.

Teacher’s Notes:



ELEMENT
Problem solving and modelling

With increasing independence learners are 
able to:

explain to others how a designed solution 
works, e.g. explain a design for a simple 
playground game and test, correcting any 
issues that arise

predict the outcome of simple sequences of 
instructions, e.g. predict what will happen if 
instructions are followed accurately

create a simple solution that tests an idea, 
e.g. predict what would happen if it went 
wrong such as the sequence of waking up to 
go to school.

Data and computational thinking
Year 2

ACTIVITIES

Use Bee-Bots to navigate around a grid. Place objects 
on the grid and give children instruction cards with 
sequences on. Children identify and match which 
cards that will send the Bee-Bot to each object by 
following the sequences.

Explore instructions - look at recipes/how to… guides 
etc. and identify common features - numbered points, 
new line for each instruction. Give children sets of 
differentiated (in terms of reading) instructions for 
various tasks e.g. making beans on toast, making a 
cup of tea, making an ice lolly. Make sure that one 
instruction from each set is in the wrong sequence. 
Children need to read each set and work out which 
instruction is in the wrong place and place it in the 
correct place so that each set of instructions can be 
followed without error. Use the language 'debugging' 
to tie in with looking for errors in programming 
languages and 'algorithm' to refer to a set of 
instructions a computer understands. 



Data Handling

Expected Outcomes ICT Curriculum Digital Competence Framework

Year 2 –

Terrific Tables

1. Create visual 

representations using 

data they have collected 

& discuss findings

2. Use software to create 

their own tables and label 

charts, graph, etc.

3. Make choices about 

what type of information 

is needed to answer a 

specific question.

They find information from a 

given source using it to 

answer simple questions. 

(L2) 

Pupils enter information into 

a record with some 

assistance. (L2)

They find information from a 

range of given sources and 

use ICT to search, sort 

and/or graph data to follow 

simple lines of enquiry. (L3)

Strand: Data & Computational Thinking

Element: Data & Information Literacy (Year 2)

With increasing independence learners are able to:

collect and organise data into groups, e.g. gather 

data by voting or sorting and represent in pictures, 

objects or drawings

extract information from simple tables and graphs, 

e.g. answer questions on table graph

record data collected in a variety of suitable formats, 

e.g. lists, tables, block graphs and pictograms.

Teacher’s 

Notes:



ELEMENT
Data and information literacy

With increasing independence 
learners are able to:

collect and organise data into 
groups, e.g. gather data by voting 
or sorting and represent in 
pictures, objects or drawings

extract information from simple 
tables and graphs, e.g. answer 
questions on table graph

record data collected in a variety 
of suitable formats, e.g. lists, 
tables, block graphs and 
pictograms.

Data and computational thinking
Year 2

ACTIVITIES

Classify animals by habitat using toy animals.

‘Sorting shapes’ in Maths by properties using 
Venn diagrams.

Also, see Maths Programme of Study for 
additional maths related areas of study.


